Police Blotter
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University should be restructured

regardless of fame, so long as they provide good quality work.

The universities can also help themselves by providing early retirement plans and by shifting their research towards "purely research units" which would provide good job security but no tenure.

Press said that the research universities are not going to be destroyed but it will lose some of its importance since some of its research will be directed towards national laboratories in the future, unless another emergency occurs.

Dodge was a red Maverick being driven apparently by the first suspect's accomplice. Both motor vehicles headed quickly onto Memorial Drive and disappeared over the BU Bridge.

A student who left his desirous jacket valued at $20 unattended for about an hour in a computer room on campus returned to discover that it had been stolen while he was occupied with his work.

Another officer recalling seeing someone wearing the jacket leave the area, but could supply no description of the culprit.

Two young women were spotted near MIT property last Thursday, and the suspects were later found by a Campus Police officer near an East Campus Bicycle Rack. The suspects were then conviced to surrender to officers a heavy set of boltcutters which they had been carrying.

The Patrol is investigating the theft early this week of an IBM Selectric Typewriter valued at $750 from an East Campus office area. It is instructive to note that another identical typewriter in the same office was passed up by the thieves—apparently only because it had been securely bolted to its desk-top.

Past year's experiences have shown that this time of year on campus is a particularly bad one for larcenies. Due to the combination of nice weather and the great number of comings, goings, visitors, etc., it is particularly difficult to spot unwanted outsiders and prevent them from harming with Institute and personal property.

Members of the community are again reminded not to leave property unattended for even "just a minute" whether it be in offices, dormitory areas, or motor vehicles.
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